NAVIGATING SCHOOL YEAR 2020–21

TIPS FOR

AND

VISUAL ARTS EDUCATORS
OVERVIEW:
Alongside our K–12 colleagues, our Higher Education and Preservice Divisions are confronting challenges and
opportunities for school year 2020–21 in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. Preparations and plans are
changing regularly, and this guidance is designed to support you—whether you are a professor, scholar,
researcher, undergrad, or graduate student. As you consider alternative supports, convenings, and a variety of
school schedules/approaches due to COVID-19-related limitations on gatherings and travel, NAEA stands beside
you with guidance and considerations to assist you. This guidance is based on member input and organized
around five key areas for consideration: Preparation, Planning, and Scheduling for Instruction; Supplies,
Materials, and Organization; Preclinical and Student Teaching; The Role of Scholarly Work; and Communicating
and Advocating.
This document will be updated regularly and will be added alongside the existing “Tips for Returning to the
Visual Arts and Design Classroom” and “Tips for Teaching Visual Arts and Design in a Distance-Learning
Environment” to NAEA’s Remote Learning Toolkit. Higher Education and Preservice colleagues are essential
members in our arts education ecosystem. They provide critical knowledge, scholarship, instruction, and the
next generation of art educators for the field.
PREPARATION, PLANNING, AND SCHEDULING FOR INSTRUCTION:
Whether in person or virtual, returning to the arts classroom/studio may seem daunting, but it can be
successfully tackled by systematically addressing each component of a professor’s instructional plan. Faculty are
encouraged to volunteer and get involved with campus-planning efforts—including overall strategy,
scheduling, supply ordering and distribution, and room setup/organization. Make plans for including protective
items, such as air filters, Plexiglass dividers, face shields, and extra face masks (especially for those working with
elementary students).

Urge faculty to think through scheduling, managing materials and supplies, and designing lessons. Test your
lectures and lessons virtually and think through tips for identifying lessons that can be adapted for multiple
environments and a range of materials for greater accessibility for all learners. Be prepared to advocate for
adequate technology equipment in order to do synchronous or asynchronous teaching separately or together.
See the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines for current
guidance on safe handling and disinfection of materials and objects.
Whether you are engaging in art history courses, studio art courses, art education offerings, or even student
teaching fieldwork, early planning and a flexible mindset are critical. Many material-rich lessons geared for the
studio may need to be modified, and those favorite topics for live lecture may need to be recorded instead. When
looking at lesson plans and curriculum, professors should also consider the social–emotional learning (SEL) of
their students and may find helpful resources from CASEL. Not every aspect has to be a daunting task. Please
plan time and space for the inherent joy and connection tied to art learning and artmaking. We know that the
online situations of students vary. Some are also responsible for siblings’ online learning at home and/or may not
have dedicated studio space in a parent or guardian’s home. Be aware of your students’ internet accessibility, and
be tolerant of dropped connections, lack of bandwidth, and unavailable study or communication spaces. Find
out about the services and equipment that your university provides to students who need technology support
and supplemental hotspots.

1.

Make multiple plans, embrace a flexible mindset, and plan for ongoing change: Reentry to the classroom, lecture
hall, or studio may take different forms, and it is important to have multiple plans and a pliable mindset. Be proactive
by working with colleagues to imagine a variety of scenarios and think through different pathways to success. Not all
students may feel safe returning to campus, even when they have the option to do so. Poll students to discover what
modalities they prefer and be prepared to make adaptations.

2.

Include and increase transition time: Whether in person or virtual, when possible, provide longer transitions and add
online breaks from one class to another. Allow time for cleaning the art room and tools between classes. Work with
colleagues and administration to continue to plan for flexibility within the overall schedule.

3.

Consider mobile teaching options: Although art on a cartcan be challenging, it may be safer and more practical
to dedicate limited classrooms for use and rotating staff in order to minimize the number of tools and spaces that
need to be cleaned/sterilized regularly.

4.

Aim for reduced class sizes: While smaller class sizes can allow for greater social distancing, it takes campus-wide
planning to be able to consider plans for all classrooms and courses of study. Staggered scheduling can support
these efforts.

5.

Be a resource to others: As an artist and educator, you are uniquely positioned to support whole-school thinking and
planning. Volunteer to be a part of planning teams, add your voice as a creative problem solver, and utilize your voice
to position the arts as critical.

6.

Plan for SEL: The entire learning community has experienced some form of disruption from their previously realized
normal. Before diving back into content coverage, make space and places for students to engage in conversations.
Design curricular units of study that center on social–emotional learning. Put your students’ well-being first during
learning and consider adding a social–emotional learning objective to your daily lesson plans (see casel.org). Never
begin by lamenting possible learning losses or skills needed. If your students know you authentically care, you will be
surprised how far they will go to make arts learning a priority. Become familiar with your campus’s network of resources
for students who need mental health assistance, usually either through the dean of students office or through the
campus counseling center.

7.

Safety in the studio: Develop school guidelines for health and safety requirements in art classrooms and studios
that are aligned to local, state, and national guidelines and best practices. Keep systems and rules as simple and
straightforward as possible. Know how enforcement of those guidelines will be enacted and the support that you will
receive if you need to enact them.

8.

Be inclusive: Be sure to develop resources through a lens of equity, diversity, and inclusion. Focus on LIVING ARTISTS
and Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, artists with disabilities, and LGBTQ+ artists and their messages. Artists,
Teaching Empathy, Social–Emotional Learning Activities. See this Open Letter from NAEA’s Chair of the ED&I
Commission that addresses steps towards becoming an anti-racist art educator.

9.

Polish up: Review relevant best practices for delivering art classes remotely and through online platforms. Look at
training, designing, and promoting innovative programs, and expanding skill sets to make yourself and your classes
relevant. Utilize your students as resources for ideas about new media.

synchronous and asynchronous options: Think through how you might offer synchronous virtual and
10. Consider
live sessions happening simultaneously or how asynchronous offerings might best serve faculty and learners.
Asynchronous learning often helps those learners who are juggling many responsibilities during the pandemic. Be
proactive by reaching out to your students to find out how they are doing. If they need assistance, be sure to connect
them to someone on campus who you know would be directly available to help. Personal connection is important.
Advocate for technology that supports successful remote instruction, such as document cameras, tripods, and
flexible stands that allow the teachers to move the camera with them while teaching live and online classes.
Many professors and presenters are recording their lectures/presentations in advance (mock-live), then
11. Recording:
hosting them live by appearing beforehand for welcoming and afterward for Q&A. Plan your videos with any eye

toward details, such as length of videos, the best programs/platforms to record videos, how and where to upload
videos, and how the videos will be used. Consider lighting, microphones, background, and potential environmental
distractions and interruptions. Find out what free resources and equipment your university or college IT services can
provide for you.

SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, AND ORGANIZATION:
Whether in person or remote, material-heavy art instruction requires more advance planning in the current
environment. For in-person studios, professors must consider sanitation of shared tools and spaces, potentially
adjusting typical supply orders, and/or modifying units. For remote studio instruction, consider how students
might inventory tools and equipment that they have access to at home and how to address their supply gaps or
problem solve around larger equipment unlikely to be found at home, like printing presses and kilns.

1.

Create individual student kits: You likely have a list of materials for each student to acquire, oftentimes acquired
through the university bookstore. Encourage each student to have a baseline kit of high-touch supplies—such as
pencils, erasers, drawing materials, and brushes—that can be carried with them or easily accessed at home. You may
want to develop a minimum, better, best list of art supplies that can be used for each project to provide for greater
flexibility. When possible, coalesce school-wide supplies to create individual student kits and only order to fill
existing gaps. If needed, include the cost of postage in your materials budget if supplies need to be shipped to
remote students.

2.

Follow CDC and WHO guidance on cleaning and sanitizing tools, materials, furniture, and spaces:
Wash/sanitize all shared tools for students after each use. Create designated areas in the classroom/studio that are
for specific purposes in order to separate sanitized tools and resources, etc. Tables and stools should be wiped down
several times per day. Promote these behaviors for at-home studios as well. (See links to guidance below.)

3.

Be nimble with the curriculum: Favorite lessons and units may need to be modified or postponed based on
concerns related to collaboration, shared supplies, high-touch materials, and large equipment. Be prepared to think
through new ways to explore your curriculum.

4.

Studio classes: Studio class supplies need to be carefully considered for practical and optimum uses. Some alterations
and expectations of coursework must be considered, as well as class sizes.

5.

Consider clay and/or clay alternatives carefully: Single-use packaged clay allotments for students are
recommended. It is not recommended to allow clay that has been touched by students to be recycled and reused at
this time. Prepare to pivot to 3D design, art history, and/or critique for lessons. With our online classes, we have really
reconsidered supplies, as online and in-person classes are so different.

6.

Routinize safety measures: On day 1, celebrate your sharing of physical space and emphasize the importance of
protecting yourselves and others by maintaining physical distance, wearing a mask, and frequently washing hands
given the CDC guidelines. Routines for cleaning and using art materials should be modeled for students in the spirit
of care, mutual respect, and understanding. Signs and messaging around routines should be free from biases and
offered in students’ native languages in addition to English. Give your students space to reveal their fears and share
their experiences in making adjustments to their social interactions and cleaning routines.

STUDENT TEACHING AND FIELDWORK:
Student teaching and fieldwork looks just as varied as each school and district plan, ranging from in person, to
virtual/remote, to a combination through hybrid learning. For students who are able to continue with these
experiences, please review the existing Tips for Returning to the Visual Arts and Design Classroom and Tips for
Teaching Visual Arts and Design in a Distance-Learning Environment in NAEA’s Remote Learning Toolkit. The
unique experience of problem solving alongside an experienced, cooperative teacher is invaluable, and the
innovation needed for new systems and methods of instruction is key right now.

1.

Communicate with the cooperating teacher: Contacting the cooperating teacher prior to student teaching is
paramount. Both the university supervisor and student teacher need to know the teaching structure the district has
chosen for students. Any requirements the district has in place for synchronous and asynchronous training will need
to be completed by the student teacher. The legal arrangements that the university has negotiated with each district
for student–teacher interaction within the classroom should be reviewed and followed as well. Be aware of your school
and district protocols for communicating with students. Be cognizant and remove any compromising social media
posts. Weekly meetings online/in person with the cooperating teachers will keep the university supervisor updated.

2.

Planning for instruction: Refer to the Preparation, Planning, and Scheduling for Instruction section above that
aligns with the cooperating teacher’s curriculum and the student teaching experience.

3.

Technology requirements: Student teachers will need to make sure their technology is up-to-date. Student teachers
will need to have any apps or programs their assigned schools are using on their computers for teaching use. Student
teachers should be open and aware of new apps or programs that will enhance the students’ art experiences online.
Student teachers should consider additional technology when available, such as document cameras or a range of
stands that can hold iPads, cameras, or document cameras that can record and load directly onto the computer.

4.

Collaborative opportunities: Utilize this experience to collaborate with other art educators in the district through
virtual meetings, planning times, and collaborative units. Stay connected to students’ parents/guardians under the
guidance of the cooperating teacher. Be aware of safety and health requirements during your student teaching
experience. Have a professional place from where you can teach remotely. Students and parents/guardians will be
looking into your home. Be aware of your background and the messages that they will be sending to your students.

5.

Be a team player: Be proactive as a student teacher and offer your technology knowledge to your cooperating teacher
as well as other faculty members of the school. Don’t hesitate to participate in the virtual or face-to-face after-school
activities the school may offer to the students. Student teachers may reach out to school principals or assistant
principals for online mock interviews for practice.

6.

Seminar meetings and observations online: Keeping connected with student teachers is critical during their online
learning experiences. Seminars should be structured to address their concerns and share what is working for them
during this time. Guest speakers can be easily added to the meetings to discuss various topics that are not being
addressed during student teaching: classroom management, discipline, budgets, school supply ordering, etc.
University supervisors visiting student teachers’ classrooms may take place via online sources with district permission
or take place via video recordings in formats approved by the school district.

SCHOLARLY WORK AND RESEARCH:

1.

Research/data gathering: You still have access to online services for research articles, books, etc. for your research
through your institution. Most institutions and libraries are allowing limited visitation with appointments.

2.

Focus groups/interviews: Focus groups can meet through online group meetings. Interviews may not be as personal,
but technology will allow you to continue connecting with your sources.

3.

Surveys: This is a good time to send out surveys, especially on topics of interest and concern. As people are spending
more time online with immediate access to their computers, they may be more inclined to respond to surveys at this time.

4.

Collaborating with another writer: Technology has allowed us to continue to connect with our writing partners via
various online sources.

5.

Writing/submissions: Your writing time is personal, and having an established schedule helps to meet your timelines
and deliverables. Submitting your articles, etc. continues to be a digital process.

COMMUNICATING AND ADVOCATING:

1.

The arts and ESSA: Connect the arts to Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). NAEA offers resources and support for
considering the arts as part of a well-rounded education plan.

2.

Existing advocacy tools: Use NAEA advocacy resources. The NAEA Advocacy Toolkit, Visual Arts Matter publication,
White Papers, and position statements are available to support you in making the case for visual arts and design
education and programs.

3.

State and local: As a leader in your state and community, reach out to your local and state education agencies and
offices for up-to-date information and to ensure that the arts are well considered in plans for reentry and continued
distance-learning environments. Take part in planning efforts. Offer to support school leadership in planning and
establishing schedules and routines for the coming school year. In many cases, especially preK–8, art educators know
the majority of the student body and can be very helpful in considering creative scheduling solutions that are
inclusive of the arts.

4.

Inform school leaders: It is critical to advocate and explicitly communicate the importance of active membership in
NAEA to university leadership, school administrators, boards of education, and decision makers. Utilize existing
resources and develop your own methods of telling the arts education story in compelling terms in order to increase
value and support of teaching a full arts and design education curriculum (creating, presenting, responding, and
connecting), maintaining staffing, schedules, and resources, as well as attending NAEA professional development
offerings and events.

5.

Follow up-to-date health and safety guidance:
• Centers for Disease Control: Specifically for schools
• World Health Organization, specifically for schools: Key Messages and Actions for COVID-19 Prevention
and Control in Schools
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: EPA

Founded in 1947, the National Art Education Association (NAEA) is the leading professional membership organization exclusively for visual
arts/design educators, advancing visual arts education to fulfill human potential and promote global understanding. Find out more at
www.arteducators.org.
SUPPORTING YOU AND YOUR LEARNERS
DURING THIS UNPRECEDENTED TIME.
REMOTE
LEARNING
TOOLKIT

The Remote Learning Toolkit is a repository of
resources curated to help visual arts educators
navigate challenges and opportunities within and
beyond the classroom in the 2020-21 school year.

